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SUPER JET-O2  AERATOR DESIGN

ASJ-A19201 (2HP,70CM)

型号

MODEL NO.

ASJ-A19201

ASJ-A19251

MOTOR

HP KW

2.0

2.5 1.8

1.5

Oxygen transfer rate

Kg.O2 / HR

2.98

4.47

0.83

1.25

160~400

240~600

1.5~3.5

1.5~3.5

49

62

   Air Volume Mixing Volume Working Depth   Unit Weight

     M     Kg

型号

MODEL NO.

电相

PHASE

马力

HP
叶数 外形尺寸（組立后）

Dimensions

（ASSEMBLED)

装运材积（不含木箱包装）

Loading Dimension

(Excluding Packing)

20呎货柜装之数量

Capacity of a

20FT container

ASJ-A19201 3 2.0 1 163L x 86W x 62H(cm) 0.45m³ 100 Units

ASJ-A19251 3 2.5 1 163L x 116W x 62H(cm) 0.60m³    90 Units

NO. OF

IMPELLER

M³ / min  M³ 

Drive 

Shaft

L70CM

L100CM

The   is mounted at an adjustable angle in the water with the motor portion and air SUPER JET-O2  AERATOR
intake above the water surface and the propeller portion below the surface. When the motor rotates, the 
propeller mounted at the end of the hollow shaft turns at very high speed. It pushes water at a high velocity 
through and near the propeller blades which creates a partial vacuum at the end of the shaft. Atmospheric air 
above the water is drawn in through the air intake port and into the hollow shaft. Turbulence and flow created 
by the propeller break the air into very fine air bubbles, mixes the basin and disperse oxygen. The horizontal 
water movement maximizes bubbles hang time which insure more efficient oxygen transfer.

Nowadays the  is used widely as the aeration system in aquaculture and wastewater SUPER JET-O2 AERATOR
treatment industry.  



       ADVANTAGES OF SUPER JET-O2  AERATOR 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
SUPER JET-O2  does not have to overcome the force of gravity to throw water into air as 
other aerators do and is therefore capable of saving at least 1/3 of horse power required. 
The savingh of power consumption is substantial. Further more, due to SUPER JET-O2  
advanced and through design and construction, the machine is extremely solid and 
durable which will cost very little in maintenance.

QUIET RUNNING AND LESS STRESS 

Except for motor running sound, there is no water splash or impact noise for SUPER JET-
O2.  The less noise environment causes less stress to living species and facilitates faster 
growth.

PORTABLE, VERSATILE AND CONVENIENT
Due to SUPER JET-O2  unique design, it weighs much less than the traditional aerators. 
For models less than 5HP, only 2 persons is required during installation, moving the 
machine for harvesting or maintenance.

ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING ANGLE FOR VARIOUS APPLICATION
Fish and shrimp need different water levels from larvae to adults and the depths of ponds 
vary from place to place. The adjustable angle mounting feature of SUPER JET-O2  is best 
suit to every situation.

RELIABLE QUALITY
The SUPER JET-O2  uses the best materials available for all its parts. Since the HDPE 
Pontoon Floater is one piece molded, it solves water seeping problem. Most traditional 
aerators have a float load increase due to barnacle adherence. This is detrimental and may 
cause higher amperage or even motor burn-up. This however, will not affect the SUPER 
JET-O2  since the propeller run beneath the water surface. In addition, there is no water 
splashing on the whole unit which prevent the corrosive effect due to the seawater. These 
features combine to give you the most reliable quality that only SUPER JET-O2  can offer.



                                 STRUCTURE 结构
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